1* Introduction and definitions* 1.1. An ordinal number is the set of all ordinals which precede it and a cardinal number is an ordinal which cannot be put in a one-to-one correspondence with any ordinal which precedes it. Throughout this paper ω will denote the set of all finite ordinals and tz will denote an infinite cardinal number.
If M is a set, x is a point, and £%f is a collection of sets, then the star of M. with respect to gίf, denoted st(M 9 J%f) is the union of all members of Sίf which meet M and st(x, Zίf) = st({x}, <?ίf). A sequence gf = 5^0, S^Ί, S^2, of open covers of a topological space S is called a development for S iff for each xeS and open set U containing x there is an n such that st(x, 5^J £ U. Moreover, a development is monotonic iff gf n+1 S S? n for all n. A space which admits a development is called a developable space and a regular-2\ developable space is called a Moore space. A development 5^ for a Moore space is star complete (see [16] ) provided that if {M Of 
} is a sequence of closed sets such that for each n, M, n+1 £ M n S st(x, & n ) for some x e S then π M. n Φ 0. A Moore space having a star complete development is said to be star complete. A Moore space S is Moore-closed (see [5] and [6] ) iff S is closed in each Moore space in which S is embedded.
A space S is a wJ-space (see [3] ) iff there exists a sequence .^o, -^i, -^2, of open covers of S such that for each x e S, if x n e st(x, .& n ) then the sequence {x 0 , x l9 x 2 ,
•} has a cluster point. A space S has a Gf-diagonal (see [10] ) provided there is a sequence ^0, 2f 1? 2^2, * of open covers of S such that if x and 7/ are distinct points of S, there is an n such that ygst (x, & n and Ee^*(S) with D Γ) E -0 there exist infinite subsets D' and J5" of Z) and E respectively and an a e K such that st(D', 5f α ) Π st(E', gf α ) = 0.
A space is said to satisfy one of the conditions above if it admits a collection of open covers which satisfies the condition. For the case where tc -ω reference to ω is dropped whence by condition A is meant condition A(α>) and so forth. Proof. That (1) is equivalent of (2) is well known and that (1) implies each of the conditions (3) through (9) } be as in the proof of (3) -> (2). Then either {y 09 y l9 y 29 •} is closed in which case M F -M [j {Vo, Vu '''} is a set for which condition B fails or {y θ9 y lf } has a limit point y in which case M r -M U {y} is a set for which condition B fails.
(
) -> ( 2 ). The proof is similar to (4) --> (2). ( 6 ) --> ( 2 ). The same proof as (3) -> (2). ( 7 ) -> ( 2 ). Similar to (4) -> (2). (8)-->(l).
If 57 is a monotonic development for S satisfying condition wB then it is a star complete development. For if not, there exists a sequence {M Of M ϊy M 2r } of closed sets such that M n+1 £ M n and a sequence {x 0 , x l9 x 2f
•} of points of S such that M n Q st(x n , gf n ) for all n and Γ\M n -= 0. Without loss of generality it may be assumed that M n -M nΛι Φ 0 for all n. Let y n e M n -M n+1 . Then {y Q , y ly y 2 ,
•} 6 i^*0S). Condition wB fails to hold for this set. A star complete Moore-closed space is compact ([6, Theorem 1.5]).
( 9 ) -> (1). Similar to (8) -> (1). Proof. By the proof of Theorem 2.2 if S satisfies condition wB or condition wwC then S is star complete and hence complete Moore and thus has a complete metric by the result of Roberts [15] .
( Proof. That (1) implies each of statements (2) through (6) is immediate.
By modifying the arguments of Theorem 2.2 only slightly, it can be shown that each of statements (2) (1) S is a first countable, countably compact space. A topological space S is said to have property D(κ) iff for each closed discrete subset M of S with cardinality at most tc there is a collection έ%f of mutually exclusive open sets such that (1) ^f covers M and each member of 3£ p contains only one point of M, and (2) if N is a set covered by 3ί? such that each member of £ίf contains only one point of N then N has no limit point. A space which has property D(ω) is said to have property D (see [13, page 69]). For an infinite cardinal Λ: a space having the property that each of its subsets of cardinality tz has a limit point will be called Λ -compact. THEOREM 
If n is an infinite cardinal, and S is a regular T x space which has property D(tc), which satisfies at least one of the conditions A(κ), B{tc), or C(κ), and which contains no infinite discrete, open and closed subset of cardinality K, then S is tc-compact.
Proof Suppose the theorem is false. Then there exists a closed, discrete subset M of limit points of S. Let c?sf be an open cover of S satisfying (1) and (2) of the definition of property D(fc). Pro-ceeding as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 will yield a contradiction. 4.3. Notation and definitions from set theory not stated here may be found in [12] . The usual axioms for set theory, the ZermeloFraenkel axioms including the axiom of choice, will be denoted by ZFC, the continuum hypothesis will be denoted by CH, and Martin's axiom will be denoted by MA. If a is a limit ordinal, the cofinality of a denoted cf(α), is the least ordinal β such that there is a function / from β into a such that sup{/(x): x e β} = a.
The set w ω of all functions from ω to ω has two natural orders. If / and g are functions from ω to ω then / < g iff f{n) < g(n) for each neω, and f < *g iff there is an m such that f{n) < g(n) for all n > m. A subset S^ of ω ω is called a scale provided for each / e ω ω there is a g e .9* such that / < *g. A subset £f of ω ω is called a dominating family iff for each / e ω ω there is a g e ,ζ^ such that f < g. If there is a scale with cardinality tc there is a dominating family of cardinality tc. See [8] for results on the existence of scales. Among the results there, Hechler shows that MA implies all scales have cardinality c and for each cardinal tc such that ω 1 <j cf (ΛJ) ^ tc ^ c, it is consistent with ZFC that there exists a scale whose cardinality is tc. REMARK 4.4. Whether the converse to Theorem 4.2 is true, even for metric spaces, depends on the type of set theory assumed. The case for ^-compactness is of particular interest, since in metric spaces ^-compact, Lindelof, separable, and second countable are equivalent and important. THEOREM 
CH implies that if S is a metric space which has no uncountable, discrete, closed and open subset, the following are equivalent.
1) S is ω r compact. (2) S satisfies condition A(ω L ). (3) S satisfies condition B^). (4) S satisfies condition
Proof. An argument similar to the one used in the proof of Theorem 2.2 will establish each of the implications (2) -> (1), (3) -> (1) and (4) -> (1). That (1) implies each of the statements (2), (3), and (4) follows from the fact that an ω r compact metric space is second countable. there is a ΰe 3f{β) such that if βe/c, there is a member of Z? β containing more than one point of D. Thus S does not satisfy condition A(tc) or condition B(/c). A modification of the argument which follows shows that S does not satisfy condition G(/c) either. There is a subset S of the set R of real numbers such that both S and R -S have cardinality c and, moreover, both S and R -S intersect every uncountable, closed subset of R [4] . Suppose there is a collection gf = {& a : a etc} of open covers of S contrary to the claim. For each point teR -S there is a sequence {t 0 , t lf t 2 , •} of points of S which converges to t. The set of terms of this sequence is discrete and closed in the subspace topology on S. For each a etc, let T a be the set of all points t belonging to R -S such that no member of Sf a contains more that one point of the sequence {t Q , t 19 t 2 , •}. Since cf(c) > tc and \J aeκ T a = R -S, for some a etc, T a has cardinality c. The closure in R of T a contains a point p of S. The point p belongs to some member V of 2^α. There is a set U open in R such that V = C7n S. Moreover, t/n T α ^ 0. If ί e C7n T af U contains a tail of the sequence {t Of t lf t if •••} associated with t, but then so does V and this is a contradiction.
4.7.
In what follows the space Y will denote the set to which a point x belongs iff x is a nonnegative integer or for nonnegative integers n and fc, a? = n -l/(fc + 2). The topology on IT is the subspace topology Y inherits as a closed subset of the set of real numbers with the usual topology. (1), (2) , and (3) and has cardinality ω t . REMARK 4.13. If there is a dominating family of cardinality ω u then the irrationals-indeed, every metric space which is the continuous image of the irrationals-is a^-compact and is the union of a cardinality ω x collection of compact sets (see [9] ). If CH is false then the space of Example 4.6 is not the union of a cardinality ω 1 collection of compact sets. 5* An application for the set of real numbers* 5.1. A scale £f which is order isomorphic to the ordinal a is called an α-scale. Hausdorff in [7] showed that CH implies there is an α^-scale. The set of rational real numbers is denoted Q, the set of irrational real numbers is denoted P, and the set of real numbers is denoted R. ^ will denote the set jgr(Q) n THEOREM 5.2. // there is a dominating family of cardinality ω u and ω x < cf(c), then every subcollection S%? of ^ with cardinality c has a subcollection £>£" with cardinality c, and such that U 3ίf' has no irrational limit point.
Proof. It follows with the aid of Theorem 4.10 there is a collection gf = {5f a : a e ω λ ] of open covers of R satisfying condition B(ω t ) and such that for each a, G a is countable and locally finite. For a e ω t let g^ = {V n : n e ft)}. For each n, x%, x* 9 x%> are the points of the set Q Γ) V n . There is a dominating family S^ with cardinality ω t . For feS* define D} -\J neω {x?: t ^ f(n)}. The set = {Dfi aeω x and / e S^7} has cardinality at most α> l β Each D} is a closed discrete subset of R. Moreover, ^ has the property that if F G ^ there is an a e ω 1 and an / e <9" such that F £ D a f . Thus since 3ίf has cardinality c and cf(c) > ω λ there is an / e S? and an a e ft>! such that Ώ* includes c members of Sίf. Let 3ίf' be those members of 3$f which are contained in D}. For each subset Sϊf' of 3f having cardinality c, &" = {/ 6 ^: D/ e 2Zf'\ is cofinal in ^. Hence U JT' is dense in R.
